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419 Masterstick Blend Fine & 
Contour Creamy Balm

Unleash full-face perfection with our 
ultimate foundation stick - a 
versatile solution for flawless 

coverage, seamless contouring, and 
precise definition.

414 Sublumiere Flawless 
Fusion Foundation

Perfection Across Tones - Made with special 
sweat and sebum controlling ingredients,  
provides perfect use all day long. Enjoy 
natural, nearly invisible, light-to-medium 
coverage thanks to advanced polymers and 
processed pigments.

770 Liquid Highlighter

GIZZENE Liquid Highlighter—a weightless 
formula that bestows an intense, lustrous glow. 
Choose f rom natural pink, gold, or peach tones 
for a subtle radiance. This liquid highlighter 
enhances your skin's natural beauty, providing a 
flawless canvas for radiant makeup application. 
Accentuate your cheekbones with a luminous 
finish, ensuring a captivating and ref reshed 
appearance.

128 Hydrating Lipgloss
Meet our NEW Hydrating Lipgloss for a glossy, 
non-sticky finish in one swipe! Packed with Vitamin E 
and shea butter, it adds color, hydration, and ultimate 
shine. Get ready to glam up with this must-have beauty 
trend!

Step into 2024 
with GIZ COSMETICS, 
Where Beauty Has No Limits!

As the countdown to a dazzling New Year begins, we 
want to take a glam moment to celebrate YOU! 
Thank you for letting GIZ COSMETICS be your 
beauty confidant. This year, we've curated the finest 
in cosmetics, fragrances, and more, all inspired by
beauty trends and unforgettable moments.
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Featured Products to Sparkle Your New Year

To add a dash of glamour to your New Year's resolutions, 
we've handpicked some of our stellar products:

https://www.gizcosmetics.com/
https://gizzene.com/
https://maisonzenga.com/
https://isabelledupont.com/


Professional Makeup Brushes

317 Express Dry 60 sec. Nail Polish 

A nail polish that delivers a super concealing and glossy 
look in a single coat. Embrace limitless style with our 
fast-drying, long-wearing formula, offering a spectrum 
of shiny, matte, and glitter options. Captivate 
effortlessly, choose f rom +90 more colors.

657. M/W Maison Zenga
EAU DE Parfum

Elevate your new year with our 
curated perfume collection. 
Embrace the essence of Brave 
and Strong Women with scents 
in Salmon bottles, a celebration 
of joy, hope, and purity. 
For the self-confident, modern, 
and sophisticated men chasing 
goals with determination, 
discover f ragrances in Dark Blue 
bottles-the embodiment of 
wisdom, justice, and f reedom.

We eagerly anticipate extending our collaborative journey in the beauty realm throughout the coming year. 
Here's to another year of slaying, shimmering, and staying fabulous together!

Contact Us for Beauty Beyond Limits:
For personalized beauty solutions, inquiries, and private labeling services, place your orders by reaching us today. 
Connect with us now for an elevated beauty experience.

+90 554 795 01 46

export@gizcosmetics.com
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+90
More
Colors

236 Smart-Lash Volume Waterproof 
Mascara

Your all-day solution for lifted, lengthened, 
and voluminous lashes. Visibly builds thick 
and full lashes without clump-ing. 
Long-lasting creamy formula delivers instant 
dimension for dramatic lashes. The 
clump-f ree formula, paired with a precise 
silicone brush, ensures a mesmerizing 
effect, reaching every corner for a bold and 
beautiful finish.
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